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WELCOME MESSAGE
From the Desk of

THE CEO
Happy New Year everyone! In this issue we focus on
living well. Living well is not always easy. Living well
with Parkinson disease, whether as a person diagnosed
or a loved one/care partner, is even harder. Every day at
Parkinson Alberta we meet people and hear stories from
individuals (like the stories on pages 4, 12 & 19) who are
not only living well with Parkinson’s, but thriving. We also
connect with people who are struggling to live well with
this devastating, progressive disease; and do our utmost
to provide them with the support and services they need
to start down the path of living well.
Life, undeniably, has its ups and downs. This holds true
for people as well as businesses. At Parkinson Alberta, we
too have had our ups and downs. Government changes,
economic issues and donor challenges have been
troubling. On the other hand we have had some very
exciting times – from reaching a research contribution
milestone of $200,000, to the ever-expanding array of
support groups, programs and support services, to the
international recognition of Parkinson Alberta’s new
home in Edmonton at the Buchanan Centre.
Like you, we try to approach our success and setbacks
with a positive and determined outlook. We admit our
setbacks, dust ourselves off and keep moving forward.
We celebrate our success, but don’t rest on our laurels.
Case in point, the success of our collaboration with
the Gordon and Diane Buchanan Family Foundation
who brought to reality our new facility in Edmonton.
February 10th marked 90 operating days the centre has
been open. In those 90 days we have offered over 500
hours of support services and programs in the building
proper (not including the support groups, programs and
home visits that happen off site in Edmonton and the
surrounding communities). With 14 unique programs,
three support groups and the one-on-one and family
support we offer both in-person and via phone taking
place, we are currently welcoming 100 people per week
to our new home.
We are proud of this success, this space is a hub for
Parkinson’s support, programming and resources for
those living in Edmonton and area but also a launching
point for endeavours that can be implemented across
the province. We keep moving forward.
3
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Our cover story – Living Well with Parkinson Disease
(page 6) tackles what it means to “live well” something
that is different for everyone. We understand, which is
why at Parkinson Alberta we offer a diverse selection
of options and opportunities to help you and your
loved one live your best life possible. Think of us as your
Parkinson’s toolkit.
Need a tool to understand what having Parkinson’s
means or help you start a conversation about the future
(Research in Alberta Series – page 14)…we have that in
the form of printed resources, education sessions and our
Client Services Coordinators who are always willing to sit
down, chat and answer any questions you might have.
Want to stay mobile and vocal? We offer that too in the
form of exercise, movement, voice and singing programs.
Anxious about potential hospital stays or emergency
situations…try our Aware in Care Kit; an invaluable selfadvocacy tool that helps you inform hospital staff, GP’s
and other medical personnel to ensure your needs are
met.
Of course I am just mentioning a few of our “tools”
and encourage you to visit our website to see what
opportunities are available in your community.
I would like to wrap up by touching on my message
from the last issue where I was quite candid in my
frustration in regards to raising the money necessary to
achieve our goals. To be clear, the intent was not to single
people out or belittle them. It was a real, sincere effort
to bring attention to an issue that will be present until
every Albertan has access to the support they require to
face this devastating disease. Imagine fighting PD alone.
Imagine if we didn’t have staff to work with families or the
ability to fund research initiatives.
It is my hope that you believe in and see value in what
we do every day to help Albertans with Parkinson’s. 2016
will undoubtedly have its share of downs due to the
economic downturn; but with your help we will have
our share of ups as well. I encourage you to reach out to
your families, friends, employers, neighbors and schools
and urge them to help Albertans live well with Parkinson
disease.

MY STORY

LIVING WELL WITH PARKINSON’S
APPRECIATE TODAY
By: Linda Richards

M

y PD diagnosis started with my family doctor treating me for a sciatic nerve condition. This went
on for a few months before I was referred to a neurologist in Edmonton. I met with the neurologist
in June of 2012 and, as a formality, he put me through some tests but was preparing me for the
diagnosis that my GP had suggested might be the problem. He put me on medication and warned of
possible side effects – I reacted as suggested. By 2013, I was referred to a different neurologist who
changed my medication, had me spend time with his very knowledgeable nurse, and spent time with me
himself. He was a very matter-of-fact doctor who gave me hope that there is life after a PD diagnosis. I
recall asking him about things that I could or could not do now that I had PD. His response was, “Did
you do it before the diagnosis?” If the response was, “Yes”, he would say, “Then why would you quit?”

Despite the constraints of living in Lloydminster, not Edmonton or Calgary, I have taken advantage
of every PD program that has been brought to my attention by my neurologist or physical
therapist. In one case, to attend the PWR! Program, it meant driving to Edmonton (550 km return)
twice a week for six weeks. I had been advised that remaining physically active helps delay
PD symptoms and also helps to occupy your mind so I take advantage of every opportunity.
I try to stay active and maintain a positive attitude by walking with two friends for 45-60 minutes each
weekday morning, attending a regular fitness class twice a week, participating in the Parkinson Alberta
Lloydminster Office’s PD & Walking program once a week and doing the LSVT “Big” exercises twice a day
with my inspiration – my husband. For three months this past summer, I was part of the research study,
Ambulosono, which is examining the effects of musical gait enhancement technology in people with
Parkinson disease. I feel that all of this physical activity has helped me maintain a near normal mobility
and movement. I should note that I have always enjoyed physical activity but I am not a “sports athlete”.
If I commit to something, I will do it faithfully and to the best of my ability. Everything I read
and heard about PD said that each case is different and that physical activity is critical in
the “fight” with PD. The more I do, exercising, socializing, and having carefree grandchildren
around, the better I feel. I live each day to the fullest even though I need encouragement
from my husband some days. He is my greatest inspiration and is always eager to support me.
So, my courage comes from doing the best I can each day and by having encouraging people around me.
It is important to know that others care about my well-being and treat me the same today as
they did before I was diagnosed with PD.
When first diagnosed with PD, I did a lot of reading about
the disease. A significant amount of the information
If you would like to share your story, please
did not encourage positive thinking about the future.
email communications@parkinsonalberta.
That was when I decided to live for the moment and
ca or talk to your regional Client Services
be the best and most independent that I can be TODAY.
Coordinator.
To date, professional support and advice along with
medication and exercise have allowed me to live a nearnormal life. My plan is to appreciate today and deal with
future challenges as they arise.
4
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ASK THE EXPERTS

Ask the

EXPERTS

Parkinson Alberta has gathered an exemplary team of experts to answer
your PD questions in a feature on our website aptly named “Ask the
Experts”. Our experts address questions on everything from symptoms
and treatments, to medications and research, to alternative therapies.

Question: We have heard that pole (Nordic) walking
can be helpful for people with PD; could you tell us
more about this? Thanks!
Answer: For most people, pole walking is a low impact,
total body workout which activates more muscles and
burns more calories than regular walking. It can be done
outdoors or indoors with tips. Below is a list of specific
benefits which makes pole walking an ideal activity for a
person with Parkinson disease:
Adding poles to your walking program may not come
easily to everyone due to coordination and attention
deficits. Practice may be required with a poling instructor
or physical therapist to obtain your best walking pattern.
Pole walking is not recommended for persons with frozen
shoulder, severe balance or vision impairment, or if adding
poles makes your walking pattern worse.
A recent research study has shown that pole walking is
as effective as LSVT BIG exercise program for improving
cognitive aspects of movement preparation (Ebersbach et
al, 2014). Previous studies have shown an improvement
in postural stability, stride length, gait pattern and gait
variability (Reuter et al, 2011); as well as reducing physical
inactivity in PD and improving quality of life (van Eijkeren
et al, 2008).

Lastly, join a walking group for added motivation and
socialization. Start at 1/3 your usual walking distance as
the poles increase the intensity of the work out. Make
sure you drink enough water to stay hydrated and wear
safe footwear for the terrain including spikes or coils over
winter boots if it is icy out.
Question: Does a person with rigidity have it bother
them at different times throughout the day, or will it be
the same time every day and how bad can it get?
Answer: First, rigidity is a medical term which refers to
the tone of the joints and muscles on neurological exam.
What a person with Parkinson disease (PD) feels is stiffness
and/or slowness. These symptoms are an important part
of PD. When the individual is treated with a drug such as
levodopa, the stiffness and slowness improves. If the dose
is too low, the person may feel stiff and slow all the time.
As the condition advances a symptom known as "wearing
off" occurs. This means that the levodopa benefit only
lasts for 3-4 hours. If the person is taking levodopa every
6 hours, for example, the stiffness and slowness will
disappear for 3-4 hours, and then recur for the 1-2 hours
before the next dose is taken. In this case, the medication
needs to be taken more often during the day.

If you have a question you would like to ask,
visit us online at:
parkinsonalberta.ca/ask-the-experts

Don’t live alone with
Parkinson disease.

We can help.
All you have to do is
start the conversation.
Monday to Friday
8:30 am till 4:30 pm
Free from anywhere in Alberta
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COVER STORY

LIVING WELL WITH
Parkinson Disease

P

Parkinson disease (PD) is a progressive neurological
disease for which there is no known cause or cure. As
someone who is living with a Parkinson’s diagnosis
or has a loved one with PD, you are all too familiar with that
statement. For many, once acceptance of the diagnosis
has begun, the question that often arises is…

IS IT POSSIBLE TO LIVE WELL, EVEN
IF ONE CAN’T GET WELL?
The answer is absolutely “YES”, but it depends on you
and the actions you take to ensure you are living a
healthy, happy and fulfilling life.
There is a difference between living well and simply
living. Living well means living your life as an expression
of who you are, what you believe and value most. Four
things to consider when aiming to live well are: healthy
mind and a healthy body go hand-in-hand; stepping
outside of your box when it comes to approaching tasks
or trying new things; asking for help is just as important
as being patient; and finally, planning for the future is
empowering!

6
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HEALTHY MIND/HEALTHY BODY
Mental and physical health have a lot in common. Both
can affect how we function on a day-to-day basis and
both benefit from basic and regular maintenance. There
is a “mind-body connection” which simply means that
your body responds to the way you think, feel and act.
For example, stress, depression, and/or anxiety might
cause sleep issues, high blood pressure or headaches.
Poor mental health can compromise your body’s
immune system, and make you less likely to take care of
your own physical well-being.
It can also be the reverse; a physical health issue can lend
itself to poor emotional/mental health. It is important
to talk to your support network, including you primary
physician, about your feelings, especially if negative
feelings don’t seem to be going away. This can lead to
depression, a medical illness which if left untreated (like
any other health issue), can be a very serious issue.
The best way to achieve a healthy mind-body
connection is to live a balanced life. Eat well. Get
enough sleep. Exercise. Find time to relax – whether
it is through mediation or yoga, going for a walk
or reading a book – making time to recharge your
self can go a long way towards living a balanced life.

COVER STORY
STEP OUT OF THE BOX
Parkinson’s is going to challenge the way you do things
both now and as the disease itself progresses. The same
sentiment holds true for all of us as we get older; as
time marches on the way we approach and/or carry out
activities in our day-today lives will inevitably change.
A Parkinson’s diagnosis doesn’t mean you can’t parent,
work, travel, paint, exercise, etc; it just may mean you
have to get creative and adjust your thinking about
HOW you are going to accomplish what you want. And
while it is true that certain tasks or hobbies may become
improbable; it doesn’t mean you have to stop doing the
things you love now or even a ways down the road.
Everyday there are stories of people with Parkinson’s
and without who are accomplishing things they never
thought they could or who are finding new ways to
enjoy the things and activities they love. They stepped
outside of their box, outside of their comfort zone in some
cases, to ensure they were living their best life possible!

From putting up handrails or grab bars to sitting down
with a financial planner to having a frank discussion with
loved ones about decisions that will need to be made
further down the road in one’s Parkinson’s journey (ie:
housing, medical, etc). For many people (regardless of
a chronic disease diagnosis) talking about or planning
for their financial and/or medical future can be an
anxiety-filled thought. The decisions that families who
have been touched by Parkinson’s will have to make
in regards to these two points will not always be easy,
or clear. By choosing to take the initiative and start a
conversation before issues become critical can not only
lessen stress but empower people on their journey.
We can all live well by expressing ourselves, being
receptive to new ways of doing things or experiences,
and by living each and every day to its fullest. We just
have to choose to do so.

ASK FOR HELP/BE PATIENT
It is important to take care of yourself – whether you
are a person with Parkinson’s or a primary care partner.
Utilize products, services, and people that are available.
When you need something or someone to help you,
don’t look at it as giving in, instead, look at it as making
intelligent decisions that will make you and/or your
loved one’s life easier and safer.
As Parkinson’s progresses it can be frustrating to find
that tasks that once came easy, are harder to perform.
That frustration can lead to anger, resentment, anxiety
and even depression. For some people with Parkinson’s
these feelings can lead to giving up; for care partners
it can lead to taking over. Maintaining independence
is something that should, within reason, be strived for
and encouraged. Remember to be patient and kind
with yourself and/or your loved one; it might take a few
minutes longer to complete day-to-day tasks, but the
resulting sense of accomplishment and independence
is a positive outcome on the road to living well.

September 10 & 11, 2016

#WhyIWalk

PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
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Choosing to look down the road of life and begin to
make plans or at least begin conversations about those
plans can be daunting. Even more daunting though, is
having no plans at all when you really need them. It is
so very important to be proactive about you and your
family’s future.
Parkinson Alberta www.parkinsonalberta.ca

Register Today
www.parkinsonalberta.ca

CARE PARTNER DILEMMA: EXERCISE OR REST?

CARE PARTNER DILEMMA:
EXERCISE OR REST?
Tara Chisholm, MA

yourself to put your body through activity when it feels
too exhausted to do so. This is when doing something
you ACTUALLY enjoy can come in to play. For some
people, it is a long walk with the dog outdoors to have
time to reflect before the day gets started. For others, a
group exercise class is the only way they can have fun;
as being social and accountable to friends can be a big
motivator. Whatever it is, find something that will get
you over that tipping point between going or not going
when the day has been a long one.
Tip #2: Timing, timing, timing!

E

xercise or rest? How can I exercise when I have been
lifting, transferring, cooking, cleaning and driving
around all day? I have already done my fair share of
moving for today, haven’t I? These are common questions
that sometimes float through the minds of caregivers of
individuals with Parkinson disease. Of the two options,
exercise or rest, research shows that exercise is the far
better choice. It may prevent you from getting sick, give
you more energy and even help you to sleep better when
you do get to lay your head down.
Statistics Canada discovered that among those who
received assistance because of Parkinsons disease, 84%
relied at least in part on family, friends or neighbours.
For the most part, the recipient’s spouse was found to
be the main caregiver (64%). These informal caregivers,
defined as unpaid caregivers by Statistics Canada,
may find themselves performing tasks that are more
physically or mentally demanding than before their
loved one’s diagnosis. Exercise is known to help reduce
stress and boost mood which can not only make your
life better, but also the lives of those you care for.
Exercise is wonderful. Everyone knows this but how
does someone fit it into their life when life won’t slow
down? This is a tough question to answer but hopefully
these tips will help!

A suggestion for caregivers who already have what may
be a full day’s schedule is to find a time that works for
you! For some people that means going early in the
morning before their loved one gets up. Others find that
taking short exercise breaks (no more than 10 minutes
at a time) are a bit more manageable rather than one
big chunk. Another popular way of capitalizing on
time would be to work out with the person you are
caring for. Many newer facilities have multiple classes
going on at the same time that can fit a variety of
ability levels. Finally, other caregivers set aside exercise
appointments for themselves as they believe it is as vital
as a medical appointment to make sure they attend.
Again, it is important that you find a way of balancing
your schedule that works for your life as ultimately this
will make or break whether exercise happens.
Tip #3: Don’t feel guilty about it!
Exercise is essential. In some parts of the country,
physicians are actually giving prescriptions to exercise
because they know that the benefits it provides are
better than any pharmaceutical drug out there. Exercise
for caregivers is not only important for the caregiver
themselves, but for everyone else in their life also. It
makes you stronger both mentally and physically to
deal with what life throws your way. It allows you to
continue to be the best caregiver you can be for that
person. Exercise, even when done alone, is not selfish.
You are taking care of yourself first so that you can be
there for those around you.

Tip #1: Pick an activity you ACTUALLY enjoy!
Exercise is not always something that people get
excited about. Yes, we have the go-getters but for a
good chunk of the population, it is hard to convince
8
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Take home message: Do something you
love doing at a time that works for you
and ENJOY it!

EVENTS + UPDATES

EVENTS
+ updates

2016 SAVE THE DATES

UPCOMING EVENTS

February 13

February & March

2016 Tulip Campaign Pre-Sales begin!
Valentine Sweets (Medicine Hat)

For more information on our upcoming events, please
visit our website at www.parkinsonalberta.ca

February 16

PA Grows Spring Tulip Campaign

March 2

Where hope grows, miracles blossom! Please see the
front inside cover for more details. Volunteers are
needed across the province to help with this colorful
campaign please contact your Regional Office if you
can help out!

Perkin’s Pancakes for Parkinson’s
Perkin’s Restaurant in Medicine Hat will donate
$1 of every half order and $2 of every full order of
pancakes to Parkinson Alberta April 2 – 8 for Parkinson
Awareness month!

Casino Days
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
This May, Parkinson Alberta’s Calgary Region will host
Casino Days. This event (which takes place every other
year) helps PA secure vital funds for programs and
services across the province. We are currently looking
for volunteers to work various shifts and positions.
Contact PA Calgary Office for more information or to
volunteer.

Flexxaire Step ‘n Stride Online Registration opens

Research Event (Calgary)

April 29

sip sample support (Grande Prairie)

April 30

Charity BBQ (Medicine Hat)

May 1-31

Charity Bottle Drive (Medicine Hat)

May 6 & 7

Charity Garage & Bake Sale (Medicine Hat)

May 16

sip sample support (Edmonton)

May 26 & 27

Casino Days (Calgary)
For more information on these and other events in your
Region visit www.parkinsonalberta.ca/in-your-region

PAST EVENTS
An incredible collaboration between the Skeleton Crew,
The Buckle, and Dallas Schira and the Dirt Rich resulted in a
charity concert held on November 27 in Lloydminster that
raised over $3000 for Parkinson Alberta!

This past November & December Parkinson Alberta’s
Lloydminster, Calgary & Edmonton Regions each undertook
our annual Parkinson Alberta Grows Winter Campaign…
this year the sale of these festive flowers helped us raise
over $16,000!
9
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THERE IS NO HEALTH WITHOUT MENTAL HEALTH

There is no health without

MENTAL HEALTH

A

ssessing mental health is not as straightforward
as assessing physical health can be. However,
just as physical health is necessary to living
well, so too is mental health. In fact, many times
when one’s mental health is suffering, so too does
one’s physical health. They are fundamentally
linked. There is no health without mental health.

What is Good Mental Health?
According to the Canadian Mental Health Awareness
website there are five key characteristics that make up
good mental health:

Ability to enjoy life: Whether it is

going for a walk, playing with the kids/grandkids, reading
a book or enjoying a delicious meal finding enjoyment in
one’s current life is fundamental to good mental health.

Resilience: Everyone is bound to face hardships
in their lifetime – family situations change, unexpected
expenses pop up, or a diagnosis of Parkinson’s happens.
As the old adage goes – it isn’t about how many times
you get knocked down, it’s about how many times you
get back up!

Balance: Finding balance is about integrating

the pieces of one’s life that are truly important to them
and realizing that sometimes choices need to be made
about what has to come first. You can have it all, just not
all at once.

Self-actualization:

What makes YOU
feel happy or fulfilled? Are you doing it? If not, why
not? If not now, when?

Flexibility: Flexibility is the ability to adapt

easily to change.

10
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Recent studies reveal that the strongest predictor of
quality of life in Parkinson disease is indicated by-• presence of depression,
• level of disability and postural instability, and
• cognitive impairment
—depression having the greatest influence on quality
of life. There are a variety of studies and reports in many
academic, peer-reviewed journals—Journal of Age
& Aging, Journal of Movement Disorders, Journal of
Neurology—to name a few, that all come to this same
conclusion: depression and anxiety are the key markers
and predictors of quality of life in people with Parkinson
disease.
The association of Parkinson disease with depression
is well known, with over half of all Parkinson’s patients
experiencing some form of anxiety and/or depression,
additionally, treatment of depression in Parkinson’s is often
insufficient1. Not only do health professionals (especially
those not knowledgeable in Parkinson disease) often
overlook the symptoms; they are also under-reported by
the patient themselves.
Oftentimes the most under-reported symptoms can
be anxiety and depression – two common symptoms
experienced with Parkinson’s; both of which should be
routinely assessed in order to optimize quality of life. One
possible explanation for the under-reporting by patients
may be due to a social stigma with respect to anxiety and
depression in general and their categorization of mental
illness in particular. This stigmatization of mental illness
is perhaps the greatest barrier to care. For instance, it can
undermine a person’s ability of self-efficacy resulting in
feelings of apathy. Naturally, the result of this can worsen
prospects of care for the client. Moreover, as people
experience symptoms of their mental health conditions
such as anxiety or depression, social stigma may cause
some people to avoid and distance themselves from social
engagements, or suppress these feelings all together
leaving them with a feeling of isolation and aloneness--all
of which are detrimental to their overall well-being.

THERE IS NO HEALTH WITHOUT MENTAL HEALTH

M

ental health issues like depression and anxiety
can also both affect and effect care partners (and
other family members and loved ones). First,
affect - Mental health issues in Parkinson’s patients were the
most consistent and powerful predictors of care partner
distress, suggesting that the identification and treatment
of mental health issues in people with Parkinson’s may
reduce care partner distress2. This should not be surprising
given that care partners can experience long-term stress
across all stages of their loved one’s disease. Next, effect
– Stress is a fact of life for most individuals; and can be
brought on by both positive and negative occurrences…
an upcoming vacation or a broken washing machine, a
new addition to the family or financial issues. Care partners
often tend to put their own day-to-day physical and mental
well-being aside in favor of concentrating their energy
on their loved one with Parkinson’s. While this, of course,
is understandable given the nature of this progressive
disease; minimizing or ignoring completely one’s own wellbeing can lead to issues that can be detrimental to both
the care partner and their loved one. Illness, exhaustion,
resentment, and of course, anxiety and depression.

Would you like to see your company
ad in the Parkinson Pulse?
Advertising rates and opportunities
are available.
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When a person feels physically unwell, beyond what they
feel is “normal”, they seek medical help/intervention. The
same is true for mental health. Mental health issues like
anxiety and depression, can be much easier to care for
when they are caught early. And, as screening for mental
health concerns is not always typical in most health care
settings, it is important to talk to your doctor or other
health professional if you are feeling extreme stress,
anxiety, depression and other issues regarding mental
health. Self-advocacy (or advocating on behalf of a loved
one) is imperative to receiving the appropriate care; and
a willingness to discuss issues and/or feelings of negative
mental health will help others help you!

rta.ca or

call 1-800-

561-1911

I AM NOT MY DISEASE

I AM NOT MY DISEASE
Fiona Wilkinson

I

wasn't surprised by the news I heard that dreadful
morning. I had suspected it for 3 years, even with just
a simple tremor in my arm, I could feel I wasn't myself.
"Parkinson's", the doctor said. I shook his hand and all
I could think was -'Just get to the parking lot before you
cry, don't cry here, hold it together....' I sat alone in the
car crying. I hadn't thought to ask a friend to come...no
big deal I thought, the testing was easy, but the news
however was devastating. I'm 40 years old. No job. No
husband. Living in a basement suite. Parents deceased.
Immediate family distant. I called a friend, but couldn't
talk through the tears. Another friend called me to see
what the doctor had said. 'Parkinson's' was all I could say.
I texted my sister, I couldn't talk. I cried the rest of the day.
Parkinson's or as he was later diagnosed a decade
later, 'Lewy Body Dementia' slowly robbed me of my
Dad. For ten years, I saw him slowly lose his cognitive
abilities, motor skills, until he was a shell of the
heroic father I knew and loved. Was this my fate too?
2011 and 2012 were horrific years as I waited to be seen
by the Movement Disorders Clinic, as I looked for full time
employment- trying not to shake during the interview-, as
I looked for better housing, and as I began to feel my family
withdrawing more from me. In 2013, things began to turn
around. I was working two part time jobs, had started
medications, and was still looking for better housing, but
had a roommate who helped with jobs I found difficult.
On June 8th, 2013 my life changed forever, but now the
tears are ones of joy! Garry and I met online, we met for
a quick dinner and we both saw something. He would
come to visit me at work and we'd walk over to an ice
cream shop; he would hold my hand and walk at my
speed, always patient. He gave back to me something I
had lost over the past couple of years - my smile. He loves
making me laugh and is very good at it! The first time he
said I love you was barely a month after we met when
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we were laughing about something others would find
strange. Our relationship moved fast after that because
everything just seemed to work together for good. I was
evicted because of the flood. When I told him, through
my tears, unsure of what I would do because I had been
unable to find a place already, he showed up at my door
held me as I cried and invited me completely into his life.
In August I moved in and found a perfect full time job
near my new home. 2014 was busy with renovating
the house and on the forefront of his planning was
making the house accessible for my future needs.
Garry proposed with the words: 'I've seen the future
without you in it and I don't like it. Will you marry me?'
We were married on July 11th, 2015. It was the most
perfect day! The wedding was themed after the movie
'Up', a favorite of ours. It was a party and celebration of
love.

I AM NOT MY DISEASE

What have I learned since
that day four years ago?
First, I have some amazing friends ready and willing
to help if I will let them. The day of the wedding my
friends knew exactly what needed to be done so that I
did not have to do anything, but enjoy being the bride.
Parkinson's is about losing control of movements,
but sometimes it is important to let go of control of
things - I did that for the wedding and it made the day.
Second, make time to rest. Renovations, wedding
planning, work, play, no matter what is in my day I
have to make time to rest. Parkinson's is exhausting
so I planned the wedding according to when my
medications were strongest, we sat for part of the
service, and I scheduled time for a rest between pictures
and the reception. This allowed me to enjoy the evening!
Third, be present in the moment. Whenever I
started to think of what was next I missed what was
happening. So I made a conscious effort to give
my attention to what was going on and trust that
someone else was taking care of things. There was
so much to take in - I didn't want to miss any of it.
Fourth, find the joy. I was sad that there would be no
father daughter dance, so instead we had a dollar dance.
People donated money to either the bride or to the
groom in order to join their dance circle. Our Best Man
and Maid of Honour collected the money and the Bride's
team won! We raised over $900 for Parkinson Alberta and
we all enjoyed the friendly competition and lively dance.

So he can walk her down the aisle

Fifth, keep holding on. Whatever gives you strength hold
on to it. Garry gave me his heart, but he also gave me a
home, a sense of belonging, and a hand to hold. When my
hand slips into his I know I am safe, protected, and loved!
My journey, our journey isn't easy, but whose is? I am
not my disease, it is part of me, but it is not who I am.
Every morning I wake up to a text from Garry saying
'Good morning Beautiful' and I smile, what could be
better than that?

So she can dance at her
grandson's wedding

So every Albertan affected by
Parkinson disease can have a
happily ever after

To learn more or to help make a difference now;
call 1-800-561-1911 or visit us at www.parkinsonalberta.ca
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RESEARCH IN ALBERTA

RESEARCH IN ALBERTA
Interview with Dr. Janis Miyasaki
In this edition we speak with Janis Miyasaki, MD, MEd, FRCPC, about Advance Care Planning – what it is, who is it
for and why it is important. Dr. Miyasaki completed her medical school, residency and fellowship in Movement
Disorders at the University of Toronto. During her time there Dr. Miyasaki developed an interdisciplinary Palliative
Care Program for Parkinson disease and related disorders, the first of its kind in the world. Dr. Miyasaki is currently
the Director of the Movement Disorders Program at the University of Alberta, Kaye Edmonton Clinic and University
Hospital.
When people talk about living well it is often a “present” conversation; however living well encompasses a lifetime
and as such planning for the future is key; especially when it comes to future healthcare decisions. This is where
Advance Care Planning comes in. So what, exactly, is Advance Care Planning? Simply put, Advance Care Planning
involves learning about the types of healthcare decisions that might need to be made, thinking about those
decisions ahead of time, and letting others (family members, healthcare team, other care providers) know about
your preferences by way of both discussion and documentation.

PARKINSON ALBERTA (PA):
What led you to the research that you're doing?
What led you to advance care planning?

DR. JANIS MIYASAKI (DM):
I started doing clinical trials initially and over time I
realized that as patients deteriorated they stopped
coming to clinic. I wondered why. They stopped coming
to clinic because they stopped receiving messages of
hope. In palliative care I think we have to give them hope
in a different way. So I talk about the evolution of hope
in Parkinson's.
At the beginning you hope for a cure. Actually that's
not true; at the very beginning you hope that everyone
is wrong and you don't have Parkinson's. That's the real
hope. Then once you accept you have Parkinson's you
hope for a cure. Then as symptoms progress you hope
you will be able to find a medication that works well for
you and that you’ll be able to keep functioning. Over time
your hope becomes different. When you're in advanced
illness we can still give people hope, but they have to
hope for different things. We can always do something
for the patients. We can always at least try; many patients
don't expect perfection, they just want to know that
you're thinking about them and you're making an effort
to try to help them live better.

PA
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When should people start planning and/
or discussing Advance Care Planning?
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DM

Everyone has different feelings on this topic.
Research shows there are people who want
to start the planning/discussion right away, while others
only want the discussion when they are ready to initiate
it. And then there are people who indicate that they
never want to have the discussion. That is unfortunate as
some of the hardest decisions for families happen when
their loved one is unable to be an active participant in
their healthcare decisions whether it is due to emergency
situations or illness. They are often racked with guilt
wondering what to do or if they are making the right
decision. I think that if people looked at it from their
loved one’s perspective they would want to relieve their
families of that difficult decision making.

PA

How does one begin?

DM

You start by thinking about your values, what
is important to you. How much information
do you want to receive? How much information do you
need in terms of making the best decisions for receiving
medical care and procedures? How involved do you want
your family to be? Then with that framework you can
initiate a discussion or plan with your loved ones. Your
physician/neurologist of choice should also be involved
as they are valuable asset in discussing medical care and
procedures and help you figure out how intensive you
want your care to be.

RESEARCH IN ALBERTA

PA

PA

DM

DM

PA

PA

Do you think that the reluctance to have
a conversation can go both ways? That
maybe the person with Parkinson’s is willing, but
the care partner or other family members are not…
or vice versa?
As physicians it is the patient who we are
serving. I have had times where the patient
says, yes I want to discuss this; and often the spouses are
aware that they need to have a discussion. It's usually
the adult children who struggle with it. People have a
tendency to think it's a negative topic to talk about but I
think it can be empowering for people.

Could the perceived negativity be
associated with the stigma of Parkinson
disease and the end of life in general? End of life
is something that for the most part people are
scared of. It is not something we embrace, it's not
something we want to talk about it. If we talk about
it more and sooner, maybe it becomes a little less
scary…it makes some of those decisions less scary
and less stressful.

DM

Definitely, society has made death a disease. A
disease to be ignored, not ignored ... avoided
at all cost. By having the discussions and giving people
the tools and support, people have the ability to say, “I
made this choice.” You have a choice. I try to emphasize
that. People should feel empowered.

PA

When you look at a plan like this, how
often do you go back and look at it? When
something changes or every so many years?

Do you think that having something
tangible written down could be part of the
fear? “What if I change my mind?” But the truth is,
you can change that plan.
It (AHS’s Green Sleeve) is a living document.
It’s dated, it notes who is present when the
discussions take place, it outlines the goals of care
discussions, decisions and outcomes. It is designed to be
carried with an individual. If things change or decisions
change, those too are identified and documented. The
documentation helps both medical providers and loved
ones fulfill the patient’s wishes better.
So essentially it’s designed to help people live
well and define what it means to live well.

DM

It's about how you frame your life. If you say that
you’re only successful because you have a job,
you can drive a car, and you can do all these things; you're
defining yourself by all these external things. But life has
meaning beyond that and the key is to help patients find
that meaning and find that hope in daily things. To make
the best decisions they can for themselves and their loved
ones.

PA

Can you offer one piece of advice you would
like to share with our readers?

DM

I would say it's important to have hope, and to
be optimistic and to participate in life. When
people start to withdraw it harms them doubly because
it's that social interaction and all those things that are so
important for quality of life and for our continued good
function. To have hope is crucial.

DM

I’ve heard Dr. Wendy Johnston, a neurologist
for those with ALS, talk about Goals of Care
being like your evening clothes. Every once in a while
you need to take them out to see if they still fit. What is
an appropriate intensity of care for a healthy 20 year old
is different for a healthy 50 year old and changes over the
course of a lifetime, or the course of your illness. Another
way to think about it is, how likely is it that, if I have all the
intensive treatments, that I would be able to live at home.
Or that I'm going to return to a level of function that is
acceptable to me. What is an appropriate decision now
may not be the best decision in terms of your goals later
on in life. We have to get used to having this conversation
as life goes on.
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*There are documents available through Alberta
Human Services (http://humanservices.alberta.ca/
guardianship-trusteeship.html) and Alberta Health
Services’ Goals of Care Designation (Green Sleeve)
that can help make the planning process easier.

NEWS & UPDATES

NEWS
+ updates
»»

Parkinson Alberta’s Edmonton, Medicine Hat & Lloydminster Offices are running Speaker Series in the months of
March and April. Join us to learn about a variety of topics and have your questions answered by experts. Please check
your Regional Program section on the website to find out more www.parkinsonalberta.ca/in-your-region

»»

In cooperation with the Parkinson’s Disease Foundation, Parkinson Alberta is pleased to let you know about two livestreaming webinars – Dealing with Dementia in PD (March 1) and Gene and Cell Therapies & PD (April 5). Some
of our PA Offices will be hosting the presentation please call your Regional Client Services Coordinator to find out
more including how to watch from home!

»»

More than 3,500 people from 65 countries will attend WPC 2016 in Portland, Oregon this September to learn
about cutting edge science, clinical research and comprehensive care from some of the most renowned health
professionals, researchers, and advocates globally.
Parkinson Alberta invites anyone planning on attending WPC 2016 to also register with Team Alberta and be a part
of our Alberta delegation. As part of Team Alberta we will look at group travel rates among other opportunities.
Please email blabonte@parkinsonalberta.ca or call 780-425-6400 to register.

September 20 - 23,
2016
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AT A GLANCE

SUPPORT GROUPS
Please note that support groups run from September through June unless otherwise indicated.
ALBERTA

1-800-561-1911 (toll-free)

TELE-SUPPORT GROUP
3rd Thursday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

CALGARY REGION

Advance registration is required to receive call-in
instructions & a passcode; call the above number.
Jessica Peroff 403-243-9901

AIRDRIE
10:00 am – 11:30 am

Cam Clark Ford – 1001 Highland Park Blvd

1st Monday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

1 Thursday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

2 Monday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

McDougall United Church – 8516 Athabasca St SE

3 Monday of the month
Care Partners (year round)

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm

PA Calgary Office – 102, 5636 Burbank Cres SE

4th Monday of the month

10:00 am – 11:30 am

McDougall United Church – 8516 Athabasca St SE

4th Monday of the month
Young Onset

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Hope Lutheran Church – 3527 Boulton Rd NW

10:00 am – 11:30 am

St. Andrew’s United Church – 128 – 1st St E

10:00 am – 11:30 am

St. Cecilia’s Catholic Church – 2308 – 19th St

3rd Monday of the month
CALGARY
st

nd
rd

COCHRANE
2nd Thursday of the month
NANTON
4th Thursday of the month
EDMONTON REGION

Chantel Churcher/Susan Skaret 780-425-6400

CAMROSE
4:30 pm – 6:30 pm

St. Andrews Anglican Church – 4713 – 50 St NW

1st Wednesday of the month

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Rutherford Heights – 949 Rutherford Rd

1 Thursday of the month
Care Partners

10:00 am – 12:00 pm

PA Edmonton Office – 11209 – 86 St NW

3rd Wednesday of the month

7:00 pm – 9:00 pm

PA Edmonton Office – 11209 – 86 St NW

4 Wednesday of Apr, Jul & Oct
Young Onset (under 50 years)

6:30 pm – 8:30 pm

PA Edmonton Office – 11209 – 86 St NW

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Bethel Lutheran Church – 298 Bethel Dr

6:30 pm – 8:30 pm

Pioneer Centre – 301 Jesperson Ave

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

St. Albert 55+ Club – 301 Grandin Park Plaza

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Room 140, Provincial Bldg – 2, 10003 – 100th St

2nd Wednesday of the month
EDMONTON
st

th

SHERWOOD PARK
2nd Tuesday of the month
SPRUCE GROVE
4th Thursday of the month
ST. ALBERT
3rd Tuesday of the month
WESTLOCK
Last Monday of the month
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AT A GLANCE
GRANDE PRAIRIE REGION

Kristeva Dowling 780-882-6640

GRANDE PRAIRIE
2nd Tuesday of the month

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Wildrose Manor – 9358 – 70th Ave

3rd Monday of the month
Care Partners

1:00 pm – 2:30 pm

PA Grande Prairie Office – 103, 10901 – 100th St

LETHBRIDGE REGION

Monica Zadnik 403-317-7710

LETHBRIDGE
3rd Thursday of the month

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

Lethbridge Senior Citizens Org. – 500 – 11th St S

2:00 pm – 3:30 pm

Prairie Ridge Centre – 328 Broadway S

10:00 am – 12:00 pm

Taber Public Library – 5415 – 50 Ave

RAYMOND
3rd Tuesday of the month
TABER
2nd Tuesday of the month
LLOYDMINSTER REGION

Lauren Looy 780-808-5006

LLOYDMINSTER
1st Monday of Mar & May TBD - Please call
Care Partners

Meridian Building – 5120 – 48 St

4th Tuesday of the month

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Southridge Community Church – 5701 – 41 Street

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Provincial Building – 810 – 14th Ave

WAINWRIGHT
2nd Tuesday of the month
MEDICINE HAT REGION

Beth Metcalf 403-526-5521

MEDICINE HAT
2nd Tuesday of the month
Care Partners

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Ricky’s All Day Grill – 910 Redcliff Dr SW

2nd Wednesday of the month
Men with PD

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Ricky’s All Day Grill – 910 Redcliff Dr SW

3rd Tuesday of the month

10:30 am – 11:45 am

Chinook Village – 2801 – 13 Ave SE

4th Tuesday of the month

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Kinplex Social Room – 2055 - 21 Ave S

4 Wednesday of the month
Women with PD

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Ricky’s All Day Grill – 910 Redcliff Dr SW

th

RED DEER REGION

Moira Cairns 403-346-4463

CASTOR
Mar 15

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Paintearth Lodge – 4501 – 55 Ave

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Church of the Nazarene – 4904 – 48 St

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Wolf Creek Community Church – 4110 Hwy 12

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Sunrise Village – 5600 Sunrise Cres

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm

Davenport Church of Christ – 68 Donlevy St

2:00 pm – 4:00 pm

Community Drop In Centre

INNISFAIL
1st Wednesday of the month
LACOMBE
4th Wednesday of the month
OLDS
2nd Wednesday of the month
RED DEER
3rd Wednesday of the month
THREE HILLS
April 5
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HOBBIES CAN BE REWARDING

HOBBIES CAN BE
REWARDING
Ed Langlois

W

hat is a hobby? It is any activity pursued during spare time for relaxation. Hobbies can be any number
of undertakings: from wood working and turning, to computer programming and research,
to cooking and baking.

Is there any value in having a hobby? Besides keeping
you active hobbies also contribute to your emotional
well-being and provide enjoyable ways to get
exercise both mentally and physically. Keeping your
interests and hobbies going and developing new
ones are an important factor in maintaining a good
quality of life. Hobbies provide enjoyable ways to
get exercise which is a key component to managing
the condition of PD. When absorbed in hobbies
your symptoms tend to lessen and you relax more.
My Parkinson’s symptoms became noticeable
in 2000; small hand writing and slight tremors
in my right arm and leg as well a noticeable
loss in sense of smell. I was officially diagnosed
in April 2003 at the age of 59 years old.
I have been doing wood working for about 25
years and wood turning for about three years.
Over the past number of years I can accredit the
time spent in my shop as being in a “stress free
environment” or a “world all of its own” – no stress,
no time limits, a place for relaxation and creativity.
Just a word of caution, hobbies such as woodworking
can poise safety hazards and should, like any
other hobby be discussed with knowledgeable
people before pursuing them. High speed and
sharp tools can be extremely dangerous if you
do not have total control over your hand or body
movements – very serious injuries could result.

Keeping active with hobbies can offer the followings
benefits:

• Takes away boredom from your
day – “time flies”
• Keeps you mentally alert and
offers new challenges
• Helps to overcome depression and
reduces stress
• Helps to maintain your fine motor
skills, improved flexibility
• Feeling of accomplishment,
improves your self esteem
• Encourages you to interact and
socialize
• Peace of mind
If it was not for my enjoyment and involvement
with hobbies I truly believe my life with Parkinson’s
would not be as rewarding as it is today. Who knew
that having fun could have so many great benefits
in life!

Alternative hobbies to woodworking and turning
might include: reading, sketching, painting, quilting,
music, photography, swimming, singing, dancing,
coin/stamp collecting are some of the more common
and safer hobbies.
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HOPE WILL BLOOM THIS SPRING!

E

ach spring, we presents our Parkinson Alberta Grows
Tulip Campaign where, with the help of generous
volunteers, we come together across the province
to sell Canadian-grown Red Parrot Tulips to help raise
awareness and funds for Albertans living with Parkinson
disease. Money raised during our tulip campaign goes
directly toward providing the best support services,
programs, resources and research to benefit Albertans.
The tulips sold during the Parkinson Alberta Grows
Campaign are a beautiful reminder of the hope that
spring brings, but you may have wondered why our
organization selected tulips to sell over any other flower.
The story begins in Holland in the early 1980’s when Dr.
J.W.S Van der Wereld, a Dutch horticulturalist living with
PD, developed a stunning red tulip varietal. Thrilled with
his creation, Dr. Van der Wereld decided to honor the
memory of Dr. James Parkinson – the doctor who first
described Parkinson’s disease and as such named his
bulb after Dr. Parkinson. It was many years later, in 2009,
when the red tulip was recognized internationally as
the symbol of Parkinson disease at the World Parkinson
Congress which was held that year in Luxemburg.
Though Parkinson Alberta has yet to locate a Canadianbased grower that has Dr. Van der Wereld’s original red
and white tulip varietal, we work with the masters at
Burnaby Lake Greenhouses in British Columbia to supply
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the province with the lovely Red Parrot Tulip. Red Parrot
Tulips are unique because of their double petals with
delicate ruffled edges. The tulips come with three potted
bulbs and generally will bloom in a few short days upon
receipt depending on their storage conditions. Tulips
sold during the Parkinson Alberta Grows Campaign are a
delightful touch of spring to bring to any office, or room.
One of the most common questions that Parkinson
Alberta receives during its Parkinson Alberta Grows Tulip
Campaign is about the care of the potted tulips. For best
results, keep your potted tulip plant in a warm and sunny
location. Keep the tulip plant moist by watering two to
three times per week depending on how dry your location
is. Once the tulips have bloomed, the blossoms can be
snipped off but in order for the tulips to have the best
chance of blooming again next year, the greenery must
be allowed to continue to be exposed to sunlight and
watered often. This allows the bulbs to store up energy for
next year. Once the remaining foliage dies off, inspect the
bulbs for rot. Bulbs are best replanted in the fall, as in order
to bloom they need to have a cold, dormant period.

For more information on how to purchase our
beautiful tulips, contact your Regional Office
today. Happy Spring!
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Grande Prairie
Friday, April 29

an evening of
hope & travel
Edmonton
Saturday, May 14

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ANY OF OUR EVENTS OR TO PURCHASE TICKETS, PLEASE VISIT
WWW.PARKINSONALBERTA.CA
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Anniversary
PARKINSON TULIP TOURNAMENT
SAVE THE DATE

jULY 7, 2016

Sirocco Golf Club • Calgary

April
IS PARKINSON
AWARNESS MONTH
Help us make every day better for those
aﬀected by Parkinson disease

Check our website for exciting details on the many events we have planned!
Visit www.parkinsonalberta.ca or call 1-800-561-1911.

